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o (57) Abstract: A method and apparatus for communicating with a machine-type communication (MTC) user equipment (UE) in a
wireless communication system is provided. A base station (BS) configures a first MTC transmission time interval (M-TTI) for a
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by using the first M-TTI and the second M-TTI. In this case, the first UE and the second UE have different coverage enhancement
(CE) level from each other.



Description

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CON¬

FIGURING FRAME STRUCTURE AND FREQUENCY

HOPPING FOR MTC UE IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates to wireless communications, and more particularly, to a

method and apparatus for configuring a frame structure and/or frequency hopping for a

machine-type communication (MTC) user equipment (UE) in a wireless comm u

nication system.

Background Art
[2] 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) long-term evolution (LTE) is a technology

for enabling high-speed packet communications. Many schemes have been proposed

for the LTE objective including those that aim to reduce user and provider costs,

improve service quality, and expand and improve coverage and system capacity. The

3GPP LTE requires reduced cost per bit, increased service availability, flexible use of

a frequency band, a simple structure, an open interface, and adequate power con

sumption of a terminal as an upper-level requirement.

[3] In the future versions of the LTE-A, it has been considered to configure low-

cost/low-end (or, low-complexity) user equipments (UEs) focusing on the data com

munication, such as meter reading, water level measurement, use of security camera,

vending machine inventory report, etc. For convenience, these UEs may be called

machine type communication (MTC) UEs. Since MTC UEs have small amount of

transmission data and have occasional uplink data transmission/downlink data

reception, it is efficient to reduce the cost and battery consumption of the UE

according to a low data rate. Specifically, the cost and battery consumption of the UE

may be reduced by decreasing radio frequency (RF)/baseband complexity of the MTC

UE significantly by making the operating frequency bandwidth of the MTC UE

smaller.

[4] Some MTC UEs may be installed in the basements of residential buildings or

locations shielded by foil-backed insulation, metalized windows or traditional thick-

walled building construction. These MTC UEs may experience significantly greater

penetration losses on the radio interface than normal LTE UEs. Thus, for these MTC

UEs, coverage enhancement may be required. The MTC UEs in the extreme coverage

scenario may have characteristics such as very low data rate, greater delay tolerance,



and no mobility, and therefore, some messages/channels may not be required.

[5] For efficient MTC transmission method, a new frame structure for MTC transmission

has been discussed lately. Further, various enhancements of MTC transmission method

based on the new frame structure for MTC have also been considered.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[6] The present invention provides a method and apparatus for configuring a frame

structure and/or frequency hopping for a machine-type communication (MTC) user

equipment (UE) in a wireless communication system. The present invention provides a

transmission structure to transmit broadcast and unicast while frequency hopping and

half-duplex frequency division duplex (FDD) (or time division duplex (TDD)) are

assumed. The present invention provides a frequency hopping mechanism to minimize

effects of frequency retuning latency. The present invention provides subband sharing

between UEs with different coverage enhancement (CE) level.

Solution to Problem
[7] In an aspect, a method for communicating, by a base station (BS), with a machine-

type communication (MTC) user equipment (UE) in a wireless communication system

is provided. The method includes configuring a first MTC transmission time interval

(M-TTI) for a first UE and a second M-TTI for a second UE in a subband, and commu

nicating with the first UE and the second UE in the subband by using the first M-TTI

and the second M-TTI. The first UE and the second UE have different coverage en

hancement (CE) level from each other.

[8] In another aspect, a base station (BS) includes a memory, a transceiver, and a

processor coupled to the memory and the transceiver. The processor is configured to

configure a first machine-type communication (MTC) transmission time interval

(M-TTI) for a first user equipment (UE) and a second M-TTI for a second UE in a

subband, and control the transceiver to communicate with the first UE and the second

UE in the subband by using the first M-TTI and the second M-TTI. The first UE and

the second UE have different coverage enhancement (CE) level from each other.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[9] An efficient frame structure and/or frequency hopping mechanism can be provided

for MTC transmission.

Brief Description of Drawings
[10] FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system.

[11] FIG. 2 shows structure of a radio frame of 3GPP LTE.

[12] FIG. 3 shows a resource grid for one downlink slot.

[13] FIG. 4 shows structure of a downlink subframe.



[14] FIG. 5 shows structure of an uplink subframe.

[15] FIG. 6 shows an example of a frame structure for MTC according to an embodiment

of the present invention.

[16] FIG. 7 shows an example of a frequency hopping and UE subband monitoring

pattern according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[17] FIG. 8 shows an example of DCI transmission with different ALs within one M-TTI

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[18] FIG. 9 shows another example of DCI transmission with different ALs within one M-

TTI according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[19] FIG. 10 shows another example of DCI transmission with different ALs within one

M-TTI according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[20] FIG. 11 shows another example of a frame structure for a MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[21] FIG. 12 shows an example of starting subframes in a frame structure for a MTC

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[22] FIG. 13 shows another example of starting subframes in a frame structure for a MTC

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[23] FIG. 14 shows another example of starting subframes in a frame structure for a MTC

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[24] FIG. 15 shows an example of configuring I-TTI for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[25] FIG. 16 shows another example of configuring I-TTI for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[26] FIG. 17 shows an example of a frame structure used for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[27] FIG. 18 shows an example of data transmission for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[28] FIG. 19 shows an example of interlacing two UEs for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[29] FIG. 20 shows an example of multiplexing two UEs for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[30] FIG. 2 1 shows another example of multiplexing two UEs for MTC according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[31] FIG. 22 shows another example of multiplexing two UEs for MTC according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[32] FIG. 23 shows an example of data transmission for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[33] FIG. 24 shows a method for communicating, by a BS, with a MTC UE according to



an embodiment of the present invention.

[34] FIG. 25 shows a wireless communication system to implement an embodiment of the

present invention.

Mode for the Invention
[35] Techniques, apparatus and systems described herein may be used in various wireless

access technologies such as code division multiple access (CDMA), frequency division

multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), orthogonal

frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), single carrier frequency division

multiple access (SC-FDMA), etc. The CDMA may be implemented with a radio

technology such as universal terrestrial radio access (UTRA) or CDMA2000. The

TDMA may be implemented with a radio technology such as global system for mobile

communications (GSM)/general packet radio service (GPRS)/enhanced data rates for

GSM evolution (EDGE). The OFDMA may be implemented with a radio technology

such as institute of electrical and electronics engineers (IEEE) 802.11 (Wi-Fi), IEEE

802.16 (WiMAX), IEEE 802-20, evolved-UTRA (E-UTRA) etc. The UTRA is a part

of a universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS). 3rd generation partnership

project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE) is a part of an evolved-UMTS (E-UMTS)

using the E-UTRA. The 3GPP LTE employs the OFDMA in downlink (DL) and

employs the SC-FDMA in uplink (UL). LTE-advance (LTE-A) is an evolution of the

3GPP LTE. For clarity, this application focuses on the 3GPP LTE/LTE-A. However,

technical features of the present invention are not limited thereto.

[36] FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system. The wireless communication system

10 includes at least one evolved NodeB (eNB) 11. Respective eNBs 11 provide a com

munication service to particular geographical areas 15a, 15b, and 15c (which are

generally called cells). Each cell may be divided into a plurality of areas (which are

called sectors). A user equipment (UE) 12 may be fixed or mobile and may be referred

to by other names such as mobile station (MS), mobile terminal (MT), user terminal

(UT), subscriber station (SS), wireless device, personal digital assistant (PDA),

wireless modem, handheld device. The eNB 11 generally refers to a fixed station that

communicates with the UE 12 and may be called by other names such as base station

(BS), base transceiver system (BTS), access point (AP), etc.

[37] In general, a UE belongs to one cell, and the cell to which a UE belongs is called a

serving cell. An eNB providing a communication service to the serving cell is called a

serving eNB. The wireless communication system is a cellular system, so a different

cell adjacent to the serving cell exists. The different cell adjacent to the serving cell is

called a neighbor cell. An eNB providing a communication service to the neighbor cell

is called a neighbor eNB. The serving cell and the neighbor cell are relatively de-



termined based on a UE.

[38] This technique can be used for DL or UL. In general, DL refers to communication

from the eNB 11 to the UE 12, and UL refers to communication from the UE 12 to the

eNB 11. In DL, a transmitter may be part of the eNB 11 and a receiver may be part of

the UE 12. In UL, a transmitter may be part of the UE 12 and a receiver may be part of

the eNB 11.

[39] The wireless communication system may be any one of a multiple-input multiple-

output (MIMO) system, a multiple-input single-output (MISO) system, a single-input

single-output (SISO) system, and a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system. The

MIMO system uses a plurality of transmission antennas and a plurality of reception

antennas. The MISO system uses a plurality of transmission antennas and a single

reception antenna. The SISO system uses a single transmission antenna and a single

reception antenna. The SIMO system uses a single transmission antenna and a plurality

of reception antennas. Hereinafter, a transmission antenna refers to a physical or

logical antenna used for transmitting a signal or a stream, and a reception antenna

refers to a physical or logical antenna used for receiving a signal or a stream.

[40] FIG. 2 shows structure of a radio frame of 3GPP LTE. Referring to FIG. 2, a radio

frame includes 10 subframes. A subframe includes two slots in time domain. A time

for transmitting one subframe is defined as a transmission time interval (TTI). For

example, one subframe may have a length of 1ms, and one slot may have a length of

0.5ms. One slot includes a plurality of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) symbols in time domain. Since the 3GPP LTE uses the OFDMA in the DL,

the OFDM symbol is for representing one symbol period. The OFDM symbols may be

called by other names depending on a multiple-access scheme. For example, when SC-

FDMA is in use as a UL multi-access scheme, the OFDM symbols may be called SC-

FDMA symbols. A resource block (RB) is a resource allocation unit, and includes a

plurality of contiguous subcarriers in one slot. The structure of the radio frame is

shown for exemplary purposes only. Thus, the number of subframes included in the

radio frame or the number of slots included in the subframe or the number of OFDM

symbols included in the slot may be modified in various manners.

[41] The wireless communication system may be divided into a frequency division duplex

(FDD) scheme and a time division duplex (TDD) scheme. According to the FDD

scheme, UL transmission and DL transmission are made at different frequency bands.

According to the TDD scheme, UL transmission and DL transmission are made during

different periods of time at the same frequency band. A channel response of the TDD

scheme is substantially reciprocal. This means that a DL channel response and a UL

channel response are almost the same in a given frequency band. Thus, the TDD-based

wireless communication system is advantageous in that the DL channel response can



be obtained from the UL channel response. In the TDD scheme, the entire frequency

band is time-divided for UL and DL transmissions, so a DL transmission by the eNB

and a UL transmission by the UE cannot be simultaneously performed. In a TDD

system in which a UL transmission and a DL transmission are discriminated in units of

subframes, the UL transmission and the DL transmission are performed in different

subframes.

[42] Referring to FIG. 3, a DL slot includes a plurality of OFDM symbols FIG. 3 shows a

resource grid for one downlink slot.in time domain. It is described herein that one DL

slot includes 7 OFDM symbols, and one RB includes 12 subcarriers in frequency

domain as an example. However, the present invention is not limited thereto. Each

element on the resource grid is referred to as a resource element (RE). One RB

includes 12x7 resource elements. The number N of RBs included in the DL slot

depends on a DL transmit bandwidth. The structure of a UL slot may be same as that

of the DL slot. The number of OFDM symbols and the number of subcarriers may vary

depending on the length of a CP, frequency spacing, etc. For example, in case of a

normal cyclic prefix (CP), the number of OFDM symbols is 7, and in case of an

extended CP, the number of OFDM symbols is 6. One of 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1536,

and 2048 may be selectively used as the number of subcarriers in one OFDM symbol.

[43] FIG. 4 shows structure of a downlink subframe. Referring to FIG. 4, a maximum of

three OFDM symbols located in a front portion of a first slot within a subframe

correspond to a control region to be assigned with a control channel. The remaining

OFDM symbols correspond to a data region to be assigned with a physical downlink

shared chancel (PDSCH). Examples of DL control channels used in the 3GPP LTE

includes a physical control format indicator channel (PCFICH), a physical downlink

control channel (PDCCH), a physical hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)

indicator channel (PHICH), etc. The PCFICH is transmitted at a first OFDM symbol of

a subframe and carries information regarding the number of OFDM symbols used for

transmission of control channels within the subframe. The PHICH is a response of UL

transmission and carries a HARQ acknowledgment (ACK)/non-acknowledgment

(NACK) signal. Control information transmitted through the PDCCH is referred to as

downlink control information (DCI). The DCI includes UL or DL scheduling in

formation or includes a UL transmit (TX) power control command for arbitrary UE

groups.

[44] The PDCCH may carry a transport format and a resource allocation of a downlink

shared channel (DL-SCH), resource allocation information of an uplink shared channel

(UL-SCH), paging information on a paging channel (PCH), system information on the

DL-SCH, a resource allocation of an upper-layer control message such as a random

access response transmitted on the PDSCH, a set of TX power control commands on



individual UEs within an arbitrary UE group, a TX power control command, activation

of a voice over IP (VoIP), etc. A plurality of PDCCHs can be transmitted within a

control region. The UE can monitor the plurality of PDCCHs. The PDCCH is

transmitted on an aggregation of one or several consecutive control channel elements

(CCEs). The CCE is a logical allocation unit used to provide the PDCCH with a coding

rate based on a state of a radio channel. The CCE corresponds to a plurality of resource

element groups.

[45] A format of the PDCCH and the number of bits of the available PDCCH are de

termined according to a correlation between the number of CCEs and the coding rate

provided by the CCEs. The eNB determines a PDCCH format according to a DCI to be

transmitted to the UE, and attaches a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to control in

formation. The CRC is scrambled with a unique identifier (referred to as a radio

network temporary identifier (RNTI)) according to an owner or usage of the PDCCH.

If the PDCCH is for a specific UE, a unique identifier (e.g., cell-RNTI (C-RNTI)) of

the UE may be scrambled to the CRC. Alternatively, if the PDCCH is for a paging

message, a paging indicator identifier (e.g., paging-RNTI (P-RNTI)) may be scrambled

to the CRC. If the PDCCH is for system information (more specifically, a system in

formation block (SIB) to be described below), a system information identifier and a

system information RNTI (SI-RNTI) may be scrambled to the CRC. To indicate a

random access response that is a response for transmission of a random access

preamble of the UE, a random access-RNTI (RA-RNTI) may be scrambled to the

CRC.

[46] FIG. 5 shows structure of an uplink subframe. Referring to FIG. 5, a UL subframe

can be divided in a frequency domain into a control region and a data region. The

control region is allocated with a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) for

carrying UL control information. The data region is allocated with a physical uplink

shared channel (PUSCH) for carrying user data. When indicated by a higher layer, the

UE may support a simultaneous transmission of the PUSCH and the PUCCH. The

PUCCH for one UE is allocated to an RB pair in a subframe. RBs belonging to the RB

pair occupy different subcarriers in respective two slots. This is called that the RB pair

allocated to the PUCCH is frequency-hopped in a slot boundary. This is said that the

pair of RBs allocated to the PUCCH is frequency-hopped at the slot boundary. The UE

can obtain a frequency diversity gain by transmitting UL control information through

different subcarriers according to time.

[47] UL control information transmitted on the PUCCH may include a HARQ ACK/

NACK, a channel quality indicator (CQI) indicating the state of a DL channel, a

scheduling request (SR), and the like. The PUSCH is mapped to a UL-SCH, a transport

channel. UL data transmitted on the PUSCH may be a transport block, a data block for



the UL-SCH transmitted during the TTI. The transport block may be user information.

Or, the UL data may be multiplexed data. The multiplexed data may be data obtained

by multiplexing the transport block for the UL-SCH and control information. For

example, control information multiplexed to data may include a CQI, a precoding

matrix indicator (PMI), an HARQ, a rank indicator (RI), or the like. Or the UL data

may include only control information.

[48] In the current LTE specification, all UEs shall support maximum 20MHz system

bandwidth, which requires baseband processing capability to support 20MHz

bandwidth. To reduce hardware cost and battery power of the UE used for machine

type communication (MTC), reducing bandwidth is a very attractive option. To enable

narrow-band MTC UEs, the current LTE specification shall be changed to allow

narrow-band UE category. If the serving cell has small system bandwidth (smaller than

or equal to bandwidth that narrow-band UE can support), the UE can attach based on

the current LTE specification. Hereinafter, a MTC UE may be referred to as one of a

UE requiring coverage enhancement (CE), a low cost UE, a low end UE, a low

complexity UE, a narrow(er) band UE, a small(er) band UE, or a new category UE. Or,

just a UE may refer one of UEs described above.

[49] In the description below, a case where system bandwidth of available cells is larger

than bandwidth that new category narrow-band UEs can support may be assumed. For

the new category UE, it may be assumed that only one narrow-band is defined. In other

words, all narrow-band UE shall support the same narrow bandwidth smaller than

20MHz. It may be assumed that the narrow bandwidth is larger than 1.4MHz (6

PRBs). However, the present invention can be applied to narrower bandwidth less than

1.4MHz as well (e.g. 200 kHz), without loss of generality. Furthermore, in terms of UL

transmission, a UE may be configured or scheduled with single or less than 12 tones

(i.e. subcarriers) in one UL transmission to enhance the coverage by improving peak-

to-average power ratio (PAPR) and channel estimation performance.

[50] Hereinafter, a method for configuring a frame structure to transmit broadcast and/or

unicast data according to an embodiment of the present invention is described.

[51] If a system bandwidth is larger than 1.4MHz, it is likely that more than one subband

may be configured. A subband may refer to a resource allocation unit for MTC UE

which may use a narrow bandwidth. A subband may be a part of a system bandwidth.

Hereinafter, let's assume that there are M subbands configured for a system bandwidth.

Since a UE cannot receive broadcast + unicast or broadcast + broadcast or unicast +

unicast simultaneously, and also, a UE may require one slot or one subframe to

perform frequency retuning if subband changes, careful considerations on multiplexing

should be considered.

[52] Among M subbands configuring the system bandwidth, it may be simply assumed



that there is one subband carrying physical broadcast channel (PBCH), and another

subband carrying system information block 1 for MTC (hereinafter MTC-SIB1), and

another subband carrying system information block 2 for MTC (hereinafter MTC-

SIB2), and so on. Each subband may be the same. Or, each subband may be configured

by previous channel. For example, PBCH may configure a subband for MTC-SIB1,

and MTC-SIB1 may configure a subband for MTC-SIB2. Regardless of subband, a

cell-specific subband hopping pattern may be configured. For example, for subband i,

it may jump to the location of subband j where j = fk (system frame number (SFN),

cell ID). Here, k is the index of hopping pattern. This example shows that hopping

occurs in every radio frame. However, the hopping may occur in multiple subframes

rather than a radio frame unit.

[53] For primary synchronization signal (PSS)/secondary synchronization signal

(SSS)/PBCH reading, the UE may stay in the center 6 PRBs. Subband/frequency

hopping may be disabled for PSS/SSS/PBCH. In other words, the center 6 PRBs may

always be used to transmit PSS/SSS/PBCH.

[54] For paging reading, if a UE is in RRC_CONNECTED mode, a UE may assume that

paging occurs in a subband where the UE is configured to monitor unicast data and/or

control signal. If a UE is in RRC_IDLE mode, a UE may assume that the paging

subband is configured or indicated by the network based on UE ID or some other

means. While a UE is reading paging, it may not be required to receive any other data/

control signal until receiving paging message is completed.

[55] For MTC-SIB 1 reading, if the MTC-SIB 1 is read since MTC-SIB 1 update, a UE may

not be required to receive any other data/control signal until the MTC-SIB 1 reading is

completed. If the MTC-SIB 1 is read based on UE autonomous behavior (e.g. update

SIB due to timer expiration, etc.), the UE may also read other unicast data. If there is

on-going unicast transmission, the UE may not be required to receive SIB(s) sim ul

taneously.

[56] For other SIB(s), if a UE reads SIB(s) because of SIB(s) update, a UE may not be

required to receive any unicast data until updating SIB(s) is completed.

[57] FIG. 6 shows an example of a frame structure for MTC according to an embodiment

of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 6, MTC-TTI (M-TTI) may be configured.

M-TTI may refer to a time unit for transmitting data to MTC UEs. M-TTI may be

longer than a conventional TTI described in FIG. 2 above. M-TTI may include

multiple N subframes. In each N subframes, (N-l) subframes may be used for

transmitting data to MTC UEs and channel estimation, and the remaining 1 subframe

may be used as a guard period, which allows frequency retuning, UL/DL switching,

etc. Frequency retuning gap may not be necessary if frequency retuning latency is

small. In the M-TTI, N*K subframes may be used for control channel, and N*L



subframes may be used for DL data channel. Further, N*M subframes may be used for

UL data channel.

[58] FIG. 7 shows an example of a frequency hopping and UE subband monitoring

pattern according to an embodiment of the present invention. To maximize frequency

diversity with multi-subframes channel estimation, frequency hopping or switching of

subband may occur in every N subframes. Referring to FIG. 7, in every N subframes,

the location of subband for each UE changes. Further, to avoid potential collision

between unicast data and/or control signal with broadcast data, one subband may be

reserved for broadcast data which may not be used for frequency hopping. Referring to

FIG. 7, SIB is transmitted in a subband without frequency hopping. Alternatively,

frequency hopping of the subband where SIB is carried may be allowed as well.

[59] For the simplicity, a UE may not perform frequency hopping across the system

bandwidth within N subframes. The N subframes may be called as frequency hopping

subframe group (FH-SFG). Referring to FIG. 7, frequency hopping occurs in every N

subframes, but does not occur within each N subframe. Thus, if a UE needs to read

broadcast data in different subbands where broadcast data transmission occurs in less

than N subframes, the UE may not read unicast data during that N subframes re

gardless of whether the subframes carry broadcast data. Alternatively, a UE may also

read unicast data in a subframe where broadcast data is not transmitted. Moreover, UL/

DL switching may not occur within FH-SFG. This may be applied for TDD. In TDD,

if a UE is in DL mode, UL subframes may not be utilized in a FH-SFG. And if a UE is

in UL mode, DL subframes may not be utilized/monitored within a FH-SFG. If the

network wants to utilize all DL/UL subframes, the network may configure N=2, which

means that subband/frequency hopping may occur in multiples of FH-SFG rather than

in every FH-SFG. More generally, the hopping pattern and/or hopping interval may be

configured by the network via master information block (MIB), SIB, or higher layer

signaling.

[60] N may be determined as the minimum number or a unit of multi-subframes channel

estimation. Separate N may be configured for DL and UL respectively. A UE may

assume that multi-subframes channel estimation over N —1 subframes are feasible by

maintaining the same subband location and same precoder (if any) over N-1

subframes. Without loss of generality, N-l (reflecting frequency retuning delay) may

be changed to N if retuning gap subframe is not needed.

[61] For determining K (the number of N subframes for control channel), L (the number

of N subframes for DL data channel), and M (the number of N subframes for UL data

channel), which are described in FIG. 6 above, at least one of the following approaches

may be considered.

[62] (1) (N-1)*K may be the maximum number of repetition in subframes to carry one



DCI given a CE level configured to a UE. In other words, only one DCI may be carried

in N*K subframes. N and/or K may be different per CE level. For the simplicity, CE

level may be different per subband such that the same K may be used in a subband (i.e.

a UE with the same CE level is configured to the same subband). In this case, (N-1)*L

may be the maximum number of repetition in subframes to carry one PDSCH given a

CE level. If this approach is used, it is likely that only one UE may be scheduled in one

M-TTI. Thus, it may increase the overall latency to be able to receive data for a given

UE.

[63] (2) (N-1)*K subframes may carry more than one DCI given a CE level configured to

a subband. That is, in one M-TTI, multiple control channels may be carried. For DL

data, (N-1)*L subframes may be configured such that it may carry only one PDSCH or

multiple PDSCHs. N*K may be the maximum number of repetition in subframes

assuming the smallest aggregation level (AL) that a UE monitors for a given CE level.

For example, if the smallest AL=1 (this may require 2 PRBs per subframe), it may

require 20 repetitions, so (N-1)*K may be 20. In this case, at least three DCIs with

AL=1 may be multiplexed assuming 6 PRBs per subframe. More generally, if a UE

monitors "m" ALs where each AL level i requires total required resource (TRR) TRR

(i), (N-1)*K*6 may be defined as TRR(l)*p or TRR(m)*p where p is the number of

DCIs per M-TTI.

[64] A UE may monitor multiple ALs and/or multiple repetition numbers. For each

approach described above, regardless of which approach is used, a UE may monitor

only one DCI in one M-TTI. If a UE detects one DCI, it may stop monitoring on DCI

in the same M-TTI. In this case, ULU grant and DL grant may not be delivered sim ul

taneously within one M-TTI. Alternatively, a UE may monitor at most one DL

scheduling DCI and at most one UL grant in one M-TTI. In this case, the UE may

assume that it came in the same set of subframes. Thus, if a UE detects one DCI, it

may not monitor other subframes any further. Each approach may be expanded over

multiple times. Alternatively, starting and end subframe of DCI repetition may vary

within MTC-DCI (M-DCI) region.

[65] FIG. 8 shows an example of DCI transmission with different ALs within one M-TTI

according to an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 8 corresponds to a case that

the same repetition (resource) level is kept across M-DCI region.

[66] FIG. 9 shows another example of DCI transmission with different ALs within one M-

TTI according to an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 9 corresponds to a case

that the repetition level changes across M-DCI region.

[67] FIG. 10 shows another example of DCI transmission with different ALs within one

M-TTI according to an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 10 corresponds to a

case that the repetition subframe is constant.



[68] If one M-TTI includes multiple PDSCHs (for different UEs), the timing between

control channel and PDSCH needs to be determined. For this, at least one of the

following approaches may be considered.

[69] (1) Implicit association: starting subframe and/or end subframe within M-DCI region

may determine the starting subframe of PDSCH. For example, one M-TTI may include

maximum two PDSCHs, the candidate starting subframe for two PDSCHs may be rep

resented as Starting_SF_PDSCHl and Starting_SF_PDSCH2 respectively. When a UE

is scheduled with a DCI which ends earlier than the end of M-DCI region, the UE may

assume that Starting_SF_PDSCHl is the starting subframe of the scheduled PDSCH.

Otherwise, the UE may assume that Starting_SF_PDSCH2 is the starting subframe of

the scheduled PDSCH. (E)CCE or resource index used for control channel may also be

used to implicitly refer the starting subframe for PDSCH.

[70] (2) When creating CRC, starting subframe of PDSCH may be embedded. For

example, if four possible starting positions for PDSCHs are available, one value from

{0, 1, 2, 3 } may be added to CRC. When a UE decodes control channel, the UE may

also blindly detects the starting position of PDSCH.

[71] (3) Explicit indication from DCI

[72] (4) Semi- static configuration to a UE

[73] (5) Semi-static configuration to a UE + implicit from DCI and/or SFN and/or starting

subframe index: for example, an offset to each UE may be configured, and the starting

subframe for PDSCH may be determined implicitly from the control channel and/or

SFN value and/or starting subframe index and/or (E)CCE or resource index used for

control channel.

[74] For handling of multiple PDSCHs, multiple HARQ processes may be considered. If a

UE supports multiple HARQ processes, depending on the data rate that the UE may

want to achieve and the network may want to support, possible number of concurrent

HARQ processes may change. To support this, a UE may signal its capability on the

number of HARQ processes it may support, if it is allowed as a capability to support

multiple HARQ processes. The network may also indicate the number of HARQ

processes that the network supports via MIB, SIB, random access response (RAR) or

higher layer signaling. When more than one HARQ processes (e.g. "p" processes) are

supported, the M-TTI may be determined such that it may accommodate more than "p"

PDSCHs which may be scheduled simultaneously. In this case, to minimize the control

channel overhead, DL scheduling DCI may include a bitmap of HARQ processes

which will be scheduled. In other words, one DCI may be shared among multiple

PDSCHs with different HARQ-process-ID assuming that resource allocation,

modulation and coding scheme (MCS), and transport block size (TBS) are the same

across different HARQ processes. If this is used, a separate new data indicator (NDI)



per each HARQ process may be needed.

[75] For subframe architecture for control signal/unicast data/broadcast data, one of the

following options may be considered.

[76] (1) Time division multiplexing (TDM) between different types of channel (no

subframe is able to carry more than one channel type)

[77] (2) Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) between unicast data and broadcast data

+ TDM between control signal and data

[78] (3) FDM between different types of channel

[79] (4) eNB scheduling based control

[80] Regardless of which option is used, if a UE is configured with a subband which is

also used for transmitting broadcast data such as SIB, paging, the UE may assume that

control signal/unicast data will not be scheduled in a subframe which is allocated for

potential transmission of broadcast channel (e.g. SIB occasion or paging occasion).

This assumption may be applied regardless of UE detection on broadcast channel or

not.

[81] Also, multicast broadcast single frequency network (MBSFN) subframes may not

be used for transmitting unicast data as well. To cover various cases where possibly

some subframes may not be used for unicast data repetition, a set of subframes used for

unicast data may be configured per each subband. However, regarding MBSFN,

MBSFN subframe(s) may be also used for unicast data repetition. In this case, ad

ditional signaling on which subframe(s) out of MBSFN subframe(s) may be used for

unicast data transmission if necessary. If this additional signaling is not provided, the

UE may assume that MBSFN subframes may not be used for unicast data

transmission/repetition. Moreover, it is also possible that MBSFN subframe for MTC

UE is different from that for legacy UEs. Also, since MBMS service may not be con

tinuously transmitted, the repetition may occur in some cases and may not occur in

some other cases. To support this, whether the unicast data is scheduled in MBSFN

subframe or not may be signaled by DCI. If DCI indicates that unicast data may be

scheduled in MBSFN subframe, a UE may assume that repetition occurs over MBSFN

subframes. Otherwise, the UE may assume that MBSFN subframes may be skipped for

unicast data repetition.

[82] If a MTC UE is configured with a set of valid DL subframes, the reference signal

(RS) pattern may be the same regardless of whether the subframe is MBSFN subframe

or not. Another approach is to read MBSFN configuration and MBSFN subframe

which is valid may be assumed to carry only demodulation RS (DM-RS) (no presence

of legacy cell-specific RS (CRS)). If MBSFN SF configuration is not available, the

same RS pattern which may be further indicated to MTC UEs what is the common RS

pattern may be assumed. RS may be one of the followings.



[83] (1) DM-RS for MTC UEs control signal and/or data

[84] (2) Legacy CRS which may also be used for MTC UEs

[85] (3) Legacy CRS which may be assumed as zero-power CRS such that data may be

rate matched around them

[86] Common RS pattern may be

[87] - Only (1) is used

[88] - (1) + (2) are used

[89] - (1) + (3) are used

[90] - Only (2) are used

[91] What type of pattern is used may be higher layer signaled or broadcast via MIB/SIB.

[92] Also, it is possible that a MTC UE is not aware of any MBSFN configuration nor

MBMS configuration. In this case, the starting OFDM symbol for a MTC UE with

narrow bandwidth may be fixed regardless of MBSFN subframe or not. In other words,

the same starting OFDM symbol may be used regardless of subframe type. In this case,

a UE may also assume that CRS will be present in subframes which are configured to

monitor. By SIB and/or MIB, the set of subframes usable for MTC UEs may be

configured separately or independently from MBSFN configuration. Thus, there may

be skipped subframes which will not be used for transmission to MTC UEs. The

different sets of subframes may be configured for a MTC UE in normal coverage and

in coverage enhancement modes. Furthermore, separate sets of subframes may also be

configured per each CE level or per subband region.

[93] FIG. 11 shows another example of a frame structure for a MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 11, skipped subframes which will

not be used for MTC transmission are considered. In each N subframes, there is a first

set of subframes which can be used for MTC transmission and a second set of

subframes which cannot be used for MTC transmission. Depending on the number of

subframes not usable for repetition, a length of M-TTI may change even in the same

subband.

[94] Hereinafter, a method for handling a starting subframe in a frame structure for MTC

according to an embodiment of the present invention is described. Along with handling

a starting subframe in a frame structure for MTC, period configuration and/or 1024

radio frames wrap-around issue will be discussed. In terms of control channel

monitoring period, it may be beneficial to implicitly derive the starting subframes of

control channel monitoring. Since there may be a number of invalid subframes in L

subframes (e.g. L=40), some restrictions on how to implicitly derive starting subframes

of control channel monitoring needs to be clarified. In the description below, the

repetition number for a control channel may be 1, 2, 4... 2 q where 2 q is the

maximum repetition number of control channel. For deriving the starting subframe and



determining period of control channel, at least one of the following options may be

considered.

[95] (1) L may be sufficiently large to cover the number of valid subframes within L

subframe. That is, L subframes may cover 2 q subframes in any case. In this case,

starting subframe of each repetition level may be determined within L subframes (and

may be repeated across L subframes).

[96] FIG. 12 shows an example of starting subframes in a frame structure for a MTC

according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 12, within L

subframes, there is L' subframes (either DL or UL) which are valid subframes for MTC

transmission. Among L' subframes, starting subframe sets for each repetition level (R)

may be i*R, where i=0, 1... L'/R-l. In this case, some subframes in each L' subframes

may not be used for high repetition level. For example, referring to FIG. 12, the last

some subframes within L' subframes may not be used for repetition level 2 and 4 in

case that L' is odd.

[97] (2) The network may configure the number of valid subframes (i.e. L') which can be

divided by repetition level (R). For example, L' may be 16. In this case, then the

repetition level of 32 occurs across two L durations. In this case as well, the starting

subframe sets may be derived implicitly. If any repetition level R is larger than L',

starting may start from SFN=0.

[98] FIG. 13 shows another example of starting subframes in a frame structure for a MTC

according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 13, L'

subframes may be configured so that the maximum repetition level R=2L'. For

example, L' may be 16 and the maximum repetition level may be 32. In this case, there

is no subframe which is not used for high repetition level in each L' subframes.

[99] (3) A cell common period may be configured. The options describe above may

restrict the available subframes for data transmission. Therefore, it may be generally

desirable that period P is configured which may be applied over legacy subframes (i.e.

including unusable subframes) rather than over valid subframes. The period P may be a

cell specific value. The period P may behave similar to L. For each repetition level,

starting subframe sets may be defined implicitly within the period P, and then, the

starting subframe sets may be reset in every period P. For example, L=40 and P=120 if

L'=15 and the maximum R=32. In other words, to minimize the signaling overhead of

L (bitmap indicating valid subframe sets) and maximize the availability, additional

parameter indicating the period to reset the starting subframe sets may be configured.

The period may be preconfigured as well, e.g. based on the maximum repetition

number and the minimum available subframes.

[100] FIG. 14 shows another example of starting subframes in a frame structure for a MTC

according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 14, the period



P, which may be longer than L, may be configured. The period P may be configured

considering unusable subframe sets as well as valid subframe sets. That is, the period

may be multiple of L. Within the period P, starting subframe sets may be defined im

plicitly for each repetition level. The starting subframe sets may be reset in every

period P.

[101] (4) UE- specific starting duration configuration (or per CE level or per repetition

level) may be configured. In this case, the starting subframe sets may be applied based

on legacy subframes (not based on valid subframes only). When UE-specific starting

duration configuration is configured, starting subframe sets for each UE may be

configured by TDM. If the number of valid subframes is less than the repetition level R

in any monitoring instance, a UE may assume that there may be no control channel

transmitted in that period. Alternatively, 2*R subframes may be always used for

starting subframe sets. Or, K*R subframes may be always used for starting subframe

sets, where K may be configurable (per cell or per CE level). This may have some

benefit of UE multiplexing with UE battery saving particularly in large coverage case.

[102] (5) Starting subframe may be determined based on the number of valid subframes

starting from SFN=0 of subframe index=0. If there are remaining subframes within

1024 radio frames after repetition, the remaining subframes may not be used for M-

PDCCH repetition. In other words, in every 1024 radio frames, the starting subframe

counting may start again (i.e. not cross over in the radio frame number wrap-around

region). A UE may assume that the valid DL subframe sets may not be changed within

1024 radio frames.

[103] (6) For option (5) described above, if ambiguity occurs with valid DL subframe

update, it may last up to 1024 radio frames in the worst case. To minimize impact in

the worst case, another implicit mechanism is that the closest radio frame number

covering the maximum repetition level configured by the network or maximum

repetition level configured to the specific narrowband is used to reset the starting

subframe. For example, if a narrowband is configured with repetition number of 8, 16

and 32, it may take 32 as the maximum repetition level, and if there are 10 invalid

subframes within 40ms, the closest radio frame number to cover 32 repetition may be

5, then it may be assumed that the starting subframe sets of repetition level 8, 16, and

32 may be reset in every 5 radio frames. This option may be used along with option (5)

to handle radio frame wrap-around issue. Though it is mentioned with existing con

figuration, the principle may be applied to other numbers of maximum radio frame in

the system and/or the size of valid subframes indication for DL.

[104] (7) A UE may assume that the valid DL subframes are not changed during the RRC-

CONNECTED mode with option (5) described above.

[105] Hereinafter, another frame structure for MTC transmission according to an em-



bodiment of the present invention is described. Considering scheduling complexity and

possible multiplexing among UEs, another approach for frame structure for MTC

transmission is to map 6 PRBs (or 1 PRB) of each subframe to a virtual subband in the

entire system bandwidth. For example, if system bandwidth can accommodate "H"

subDLBW (each subDLBW may be 6 PRBs or 1 PRB, subDLBW may be a subband),

a set of H subframes (either in consecutive or non-consecutive depending on the

available subframes for MTC UE) may be a unit to transmit control channel and/or

data channel. The set of H subframes may be called "I-TTI". I-TTI may consist of H

consecutive or non-consecutive subframes. Based on I-TTI, depending on the rep

etitions used for control channel and/or data channel respectively, M-DCI region and

MTC-PDSCH (M-PDSCH) region for a CE mode on a subDWBW may be defined.

[106] FIG. 15 shows an example of configuring I-TTI for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 15, there are H subDLBWs (or H

subbands) in the system bandwidth. H subbands in the first subframe may configure

the first I-TTI, which consists of H subframes. And, H subbands in the second

subframe may configure the second I-TTI, which also consists of H subframes. That is,

each subbands in each subframe may be mapped to a virtual subband.

[107] FIG. 16 shows another example of configuring I-TTI for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. FIG. 16 describes more detailed view of I-TTI

described in FIG. 15. Referring to FIG. 16, I-TTI may consist of H subframes. H

number of subframes may depend on the number of subbands in system bandwidth. M-

DCI region may need M number of repetition of control channel, and accordingly, M-

DCI region may consist of M*H subframes. Further, M-PDSCH region may need L

number of repetition of data channel, and accordingly, M-PDSCH region may consist

of L*H subframes.

[108] From a UE perspective, a UE may be configured with a subDWBW where a UE

monitors control channel and/or data channel. Also, the UE may be configured with a

virtual subDLBW where control channel may be scheduled. For example, a UE may be

configured with subDLBW index=3 (3rd subDLBW among H subDLBWs defined in a

system bandwidth). In this case, the UE may monitor control channel and/or data

channel according to 3rd subDLBW location which may change per subframe

depending on hopping pattern and may be mapped to physical resource. Additionally, a

UE may be configured with PRBs or subDLBW index used for control channel, e.g.,

subDLBW index=5. Assuming M repetitions are needed in one subband for a given

CE level, the UE may assume that control channel may be scheduled in [starting

subframe index + (subDLBW index- 1)*M, starting subframe index + subD-

WBWindex*M]. In other words, control channel from the lowest subDWBW may be

scheduled first in time. In other words, a UE may be configured with possible locations



in subframes within M-DCI region.

[109] The location or starting subframe of scheduled PDSCH may be indicated by DCI

with subDWBW index. Repetition of PDSCH may occur in a similar fashion to control

channel. Another approach is to connect the starting subframe to enhanced CCE

(ECCE) index used for control channel or a scrambling sequence used for control

channel. In summary, the starting subframe location may be changed based on control

signaling or semi-statically configured (e.g. control/data channel subDWBW may be

configured independently or jointly by higher layer signaling). When determining

subDLBW for control channel and/or data channel, instead of relying on higher layer

signaling, implicit mechanism such as depending on UE ID may also be considered. A

hashing function may also be used which generates different starting subframe index

based on UE RNTI and/or subframe index and/or SFN and/or some other indexing.

[110] Meanwhile, system bandwidth of 200 kHz may be configured. IN this case, in order

to allow flexible resource allocation, a subcarrier(s) may be mapped to one PRB. For

example, 1 subcarrier may be mapped to one PRB. If this is applied, the length of TTI

size may be 12 times longer than that of the conventional TTI (i.e. 12ms). When a UE

is configured with 6 PRBs, the UE may be mapped to 6 subcarriers over 12ms.

However, this requires a slight change in terms of DM-RS mapping, since not every

subcarrier in DL has a DM-RS. For one approach, a cell common DM-RS pattern in

200 kHz system bandwidth may be used. In this case, the UE may use any DM-RS

from different subcarriers which may not be allocated to the UE. Or, similar to UL

DM-RS, DM-RS over the entire subcarriers may also be considered. For another

approach, DM-RS may be mapped to subframe corresponding to subcarrier carrying

DM-RS. Since the data may be far from DM-RS in time-domain, this approach may

work only when time-variance is very small. Though if this is used, the mapping of

enhanced PDCCH (EPDCCH) and data may be reused and simply expanded over time

domain. Otherwise, a new mapping may be necessary.

[Ill] Also, hopping of subDLBW for control channel and/or data channel may be

considered, which may result in changing of starting subframe for control channel and/

or data channel repetition within M-TTI.

[112] If buffering is acceptable, control/data may be scheduled similar to the legacy system

where the actual mapping may occurred over multiple subframes instead of single TTI.

For example, if a UE may buffer/process I-TTI subframes, the network may schedule

control channel in any PRB(s) belonging to set of subDLBWs where the control

channel may be mapped to multiple subframes. The UE may decode control channel

by accessing the configured set of PRBs over multiple subframes. This may increase

the power consumption as the UE may have to read many subframes to decode one

control channel. However, it may improve the network flexibility and reduce



scheduling complexity. Similar to control channel, resource for data channel may also

be mapped to the PRB(s) belonging to the set of subDLBWs where the UE may

require reading PRBs scheduled by the DCI over multiple subframes (and thus

possibly increase the latency and power consumption). To be able to access all PRBs

allowed by the system bandwidth, the set of subDLBWs may be configured to cover

all PRBs. The last subDLBW or the first subDLBW or the first/last subDLBW may

consist of less than 6 PRBs.

[113] When the network needs to schedule more than 6 PRBs, the network may schedule

more than 6 PRBs via resource allocation. Since the allocated PRBs spans more than

one subDLBW, a UE may have to read more than one repetition of PDSCHs (i.e. more

than L subframes) to decode data. In terms of determining H subframes, it may be de

termined based on system bandwidth implicitly or it may be configured by the network

via MIB, or SIB or via RAR.

[114] FIG. 17 shows an example of a frame structure used for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 17, M-TTI may consist of M-DCI

region and M-PDSCH region. That is, M-TTI may be the sum of M-DCI region and

the M-PDSCH region. M-DCI region may need M number of repetition for control

channel, and accordingly, M-DCI region may consist of M*N subframes, where N

subframes corresponds to FH-SFG which is repetition unit. M*N subframes may count

only available subframes. Likewise, M-PDSCH region may need L number of

repetition for control channel, and accordingly, M-DCI region may consist of L*N

subframes. L*N subframes may count only available subframes.

[115] FIG. 18 shows an example of data transmission for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. FIG. 18 corresponds to data transmission for MTC

UE by using the frame structure used for MTC described in FIG. 17. In the first FH-

SFG, control channel for MTC UE 1 may be transmitted. In the second FH-SFG,

control channel for MTC UE 2 may be transmitted. In the third/fourth FH-SFG, data

channel for MTC UE 1 may be transmitted. In the fifth FH-SFG, data channel for

MTC UE 2 may be transmitted.

[116] Hereinafter, frequency hopping mechanism to minimize effects of frequency retuning

latency according to an embodiment of the present invention is described. Due to

limited hardware capability, frequency retuning latency for MTC UE may be larger

than 200us. It is expected that one slot or one subframe may be reserved for frequency

retuning latency. Thus, one slot/subframe may not be used for data repetition for MTC

UE. This may result in high overhead/low spectral efficiency from unused slots/

subframes for MTC UEs. Particularly, if there are only MTC UEs in the system, those

slots/subframes may not be used at all. To minimize the impact of frequency retuning

latency, at least one of the following options may be considered in the present



invention.

[ 117] (1) Option 1: Two or more UEs may be shared/interlaced in one subband to minimize

not-schedulable subframes. That is, two UEs may be interlaced within one FH-SFG,

and one UE utilizes the first subframe (or first slot) as a guard/frequency retuning

subframe (slot) and the other UE utilizes the last subframe as a guard/frequency

retuning subframe (or slot).

[118] FIG. 19 shows an example of interlacing two UEs for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 19, if FH-SFG consists of 8

subframes, two UEs may be multiplexed, and each UE may be scheduled with up to 4

subframes in a FH-SFG. UE 1 may be scheduled in 2/4/6/8th subframes, and UE 2

may be scheduled l/3/5/7th subframes. Frequency retuning latency for UE 1 may be

placed in 1st subframe, and frequency retuning latency for UE 2 may be placed in 8th

subframe (i.e. last subframe).

[119] (1) Option 2 : Two or more UEs may be multiplexed in one subband. More

specifically, two or more UEs may share one subband, and frequency retuning latency/

subframe may be placed after scheduling. Different UEs may be configured with

different starting of transmission in a FH-SFG such that other UE may be scheduled in

frequency retuning subframe of another UE. That is, each UE may utilize consecutive

subframes (among valid DL (V-DL) subframes or valid UL (V-UL) subframes) where

frequency retuning gap may be placed at the end of transmission and the transmission

may start in different time.

[120] FIG. 20 shows an example of multiplexing two UEs for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 20, UE 1 may be scheduled in 1st

to 4th subframes, and frequency retuning latency for UE 1 may be placed in 5th

subframe. UE 2 may be scheduled in 5th to 8th subframes, and frequency retuning

latency for UE 2 may be placed in 1st subframe.

[121] (3) Option 3 : Two or more UEs may be multiplexed in different subbands. If

subband hopping occurs in two subbands, UEs scheduled in each subband may take

different frequency hopping gap subframe.

[122] FIG. 2 1 shows another example of multiplexing two UEs for MTC according to an

embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 21, subband 1 starting UE (i.e.

UE 1) may take the last subframe as a gap, and subband 2 starting UE (i.e. UE 2) may

take the first subframe as a gap. If this is used, gap subframe may be usable at least for

one UE group. In other words, UEs allocated with the same subband may take the

same frequency retuning gap (either the first or last in a FH-SFG).

[123] For options described above, whether this type of operation is used or not and which

option is used may be configured by higher layer. Once the UE knows which option is

used, the UE may apply the transmission subframe based on its UE-ID or C-RNTI. The



same mechanism may also be applied for data transmission as well. If multiple HARQ

processes are used, combining option land option 2 may also be considered. When

multiple subbands are used for frequency hopping, the gap location may be determined

by the subband index. For example, even subbands may use the first subframe (slot) as

a gap, and odd subbands may use the last subframe (slot) as a gap. In this case, two

different data may be scheduled/transmitted with different HARQ process IDs

belonging to each UE where each UE may be multiplexed by TDM.

[124] FIG. 22 shows another example of multiplexing two UEs for MTC according to an

embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 22, as similar as FIG. 20, UE 1

may be scheduled in 1st to 4th subframes, and frequency retuning latency for UE 1

may be placed in 5th subframe. However, two different data may be scheduled with

different HARQ processes in 1st to 4th subframes. UE 2 may be scheduled in 5th to

8th subframes, and frequency retuning latency for UE 2 may be placed in 1st subframe.

However, two different data may be scheduled with different HARQ processes in 5th

to 8th subframes.

[125] Hereinafter, subband sharing between UEs with different CE level according to an

embodiment of the present invention is described. Though subband may be configured

by SIB or higher layer signaling, it may be assumed that a UE knows the formation of

a set of subbands used for MTC transmission. Let's assume that subband index [0 . . .

K-l] may be used for MTC transmission. In terms of defining the size of FH-SFG, the

one of the following approaches may be considered.

[126] (1) FH-SFG may have the same size across all subbands regardless of CE level

supported by each subband. In this case, the size of FH-SFG may be configured by

MIB or SIB which is used across all subbands.

[127] (2) FH-SFG may have different size per each subband. In this case, a UE may be able

to hop on different subband with the same FH-SFG size. For example, if subband 1 has

FH-SFG with size 5 and subband 2 has FH-SFG with size 6, a UE assigned to subband

1 may not be able to hop on subband 2. In other words, a UE may expect hopping on

only subbands with the same FH-SFG size. If FH-SFG size of a subband is a multiple

of size of FH-SFG of another subband, those two subbands may be paired as a hopping

subband pair where the maximum value may be used. Alternatively, the maximum size

of FH-SFG among paired hopping subbands is used if hopping is enabled and two

subbands are paired as a hopping subband pair.

[128] Since UEs with different CE levels may be allocated with different M-TTI size,

similar to FH-SFG size, if UEs are allocated to a subband, the size used in that subband

may follow the size of M-TTI configured for that specific subband regardless of CE

level. In other words, a UE may be configured to a subband which supports higher CE

level or lower CE level that the UE supports. The size of M-TTI, M-DCI, M-PDSCH



per subband may be configured independently from CE level configured to a UE. The

size of frame structure may be configured via SIB, whereas CE level configured to a

specific UE may be configured via RRC signaling or via RAR. In other words, via

MIB or SIB or RAR, the list of subbands and the size of M-TTI/M-DCI/M-PDSCH

may be configured. To minimize signaling overhead, a set of prefixed combinations of

sizes of M-TTI/M-DCI may also be considered. Furthermore, a set of valid DL and/or

UL subframes may be configured per subband via MIB or SIB or RAR. In case there is

no configuration is given, a default configuration may be assumed. For example, when

valid DL subframes only contain non-MBSFN subframes and valid UL subframes

contain all UL subframes, size of M-TTI may be 100 subframes and size of M-DCI

may be 20 subframes (2 radio frames) counting all valid or non-valid DL or UL

subframes.

[129] If a UE requires more repetition than a default M-TTI supports (and thus, possibly

PDSCH repetition of current transmission and control channel for next transmission

may overlap), it is up to UE implementation whether to monitor control channel. In

case PDSCH repetition of current transmission and PDSCH reception of next

transmission may overlap, UE may not be required to monitor both. In that case, the

first PDSCH may be monitored. Based on a default M-TTI, a UE may be configured

with a set of starting subframes for control channel as well. For example, in every K

M-TTI, a UE may be expected to start monitoring on control channel repetition.

[130] In summary, to allow UEs with different CE levels in a subband, size of M-TTI may

be configured by either maximum or minimum or some small number usable for UEs,

and each UE may be configured with independent starting subframe sets for control

channel or data channel based on M-TTI structure.

[131] FIG. 23 shows an example of data transmission for MTC according to an em

bodiment of the present invention. FIG. 23 corresponds to a case that two UEs with

different CE levels, i.e. UE 1 and UE 2, share a subband. Referring to FIG. 23, it is

assumed that M-TTI of UE 1 is 3*M-TTI, and M-TTI of UE 2 is 2*M-TTI. That is, M-

TTI may be configured differently per subband where each UE may be configured

with different starting subframe set for control channel repetition. UE 1 may be

configured with control channel starting every 3*M-TTI (thus, UE 1 expects to receive

control channel in every 3*M-TTI). UE 2 may be configured with control channel

starting every 2*M-TTI (thus, UE 2 expects to receive control channel in every

2*M-TTI). Further, it is assumed that M-DCI of UE 1 is 5*FH-SFG, M-PDSCH of UE

1 is 7*FH-SFG, and offset of UE 1 is 9*FH-SFG. It is assumed that M-DCI of UE 2 is

4*FH-SFG, M-PDSCH of UE 2 is 4*FH-SFG, and offset of UE 2 is 4*FH-SFG. The

starting PDSCH position may be configured by period and offset. For example, p e

riodicity of PDSCH transmission is 3*M-TTI for UE 1 with offset of 9*FH-SFG.



[132] A UE may expect that at most one unicast PDSCH may be transmitted with that

offset with periodicity. This offset may be considered as maximum duration used for

control channel. In other words, actual subframes used for PDSCH repetition may be

configured/indicated by control channel dynamically. The starting of subframes usable

for PDSCH (i.e. M-PDSCH) starts from the offset against the starting of control

channel in each TTI unit (for UE 1, 3*M-TTI is the unit of TTI).

[133] FIG. 24 shows a method for communicating, by a BS, with a MTC UE according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

[134] In step S100, the BS configures a first M-TTI for a first UE and a second M-TTI for

a second UE in a subband. The first UE and the second UE have different CE level

from each other. A size of the first M-TTI and a size of the second M-TTI may be

different from each other. A size of the first M-TTI and a size of the second M-TTI

may be configured regardless of the CE level of the first UE and the second UE. A size

of the first M-TTI and a size of the second M-TTI may be configured via SIB.

[135] Further, the CE level of the first UE and the CE level of the second UE may be

configured via RRC signaling or RAR. A set of valid UL subframes for MTC

transmission may be configured in the subband. The set of valid UL subframes for

MTC transmission may be configured via one of MIB, SIB or RAR. Starting

subframes sets for a control channel and a data channel may be configured in the first

M-TTI and the second M-TTI.

[136] In step SI 10, the BS communicates with the first UE and the second UE in the

subband by using the first M-TTI and the second M-TTI.

[137] FIG. 25 shows a wireless communication system to implement an embodiment of the

present invention.

[138] A BS 800 may include a processor 810, a memory 820 and a transceiver 830. The

processor 810 may be configured to implement proposed functions, procedures and/or

methods described in this description. Layers of the radio interface protocol may be

implemented in the processor 810. The memory 820 is operatively coupled with the

processor 810 and stores a variety of information to operate the processor 810. The

transceiver 830 is operatively coupled with the processor 810, and transmits and/or

receives a radio signal.

[139] A UE 900 may include a processor 910, a memory 920 and a transceiver 930. The

processor 910 may be configured to implement proposed functions, procedures and/or

methods described in this description. Layers of the radio interface protocol may be

implemented in the processor 910. The memory 920 is operatively coupled with the

processor 910 and stores a variety of information to operate the processor 910. The

transceiver 930 is operatively coupled with the processor 910, and transmits and/or

receives a radio signal.



[140] The processors 810, 910 may include application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC),

other chipset, logic circuit and/or data processing device. The memories 820, 920 may

include read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), flash memory,

memory card, storage medium and/or other storage device. The transceivers 830, 930

may include baseband circuitry to process radio frequency signals. When the em

bodiments are implemented in software, the techniques described herein can be im

plemented with modules (e.g., procedures, functions, and so on) that perform the

functions described herein. The modules can be stored in memories 820, 920 and

executed by processors 810, 910. The memories 820, 920 can be implemented within

the processors 810, 910 or external to the processors 810, 910 in which case those can

be communicatively coupled to the processors 810, 910 via various means as is known

in the art.

[141] In view of the exemplary systems described herein, methodologies that may be im

plemented in accordance with the disclosed subject matter have been described with

reference to several flow diagrams. While for purposed of simplicity, the

methodologies are shown and described as a series of steps or blocks, it is to be un

derstood and appreciated that the claimed subject matter is not limited by the order of

the steps or blocks, as some steps may occur in different orders or concurrently with

other steps from what is depicted and described herein. Moreover, one skilled in the art

would understand that the steps illustrated in the flow diagram are not exclusive and

other steps may be included or one or more of the steps in the example flow diagram

may be deleted without affecting the scope and spirit of the present disclosure.
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Claims
[Claim 1] A method for communicating, by a base station (BS), with a machine-

type communication (MTC) user equipment (UE) in a wireless commu

nication system, the method comprising:

configuring a first MTC transmission time interval (M-TTI) for a first

UE and a second M-TTI for a second UE in a subband; and

communicating with the first UE and the second UE in the subband by

using the first M-TTI and the second M-TTI,

wherein the first UE and the second UE have different coverage en

hancement (CE) level from each other.

[Claim 2] The method of claim 1, wherein a size of the first M-TTI and a size of

the second M-TTI are different from each other.

[Claim 3] The method of claim 1, wherein a size of the first M-TTI and a size of

the second M-TTI are configured regardless of the CE level of the first

UE and the second UE.

[Claim 4] The method of claim 1, wherein a size of the first M-TTI and a size of

the second M-TTI are configured via a system information block (SIB).

[Claim 5] The method of claim 1, wherein the CE level of the first UE and the CE

level of the second UE are configured via radio resource control (RRC)

signaling or a random access response (RAR).

[Claim 6] The method of claim 1, wherein a set of valid uplink (UL) subframes

for MTC transmission is configured in the subband.

[Claim 7] The method of claim 6, wherein the set of valid UL subframes for MTC

transmission is configured via one of a master information block

(MIB), SIB or RAR.

[Claim 8] The method of claim 4, wherein starting subframes sets for a control

channel and a data channel are configured in the first M-TTI and the

second M-TTI.

[Claim 9] A base station (BS) comprising:

a memory;

a transceiver; and

a processor coupled to the memory and the transceiver,

wherein the processor is configured to:

configure a first machine-type communication (MTC) transmission

time interval (M-TTI) for a first user equipment (UE) and a second M-

TTI for a second UE in a subband; and

control the transceiver to communicate with the first UE and the second
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UE in the subband by using the first M-TTI and the second M-TTI, and

wherein the first UE and the second UE have different coverage en

hancement (CE) level from each other.

[Claim 10] The BS of claim 9, wherein a size of the first M-TTI and a size of the

second M-TTI are different from each other.

[Claim 11] The BS of claim 9, wherein a size of the first M-TTI and a size of the

second M-TTI are configured regardless of the CE level of the first UE

and the second UE.

[Claim 12] The BS of claim 9, wherein a size of the first M-TTI and a size of the

second M-TTI are configured via a system information block (SIB).

[Claim 13] The BS of claim 9, wherein the CE level of the first UE and the CE

level of the second UE are configured via radio resource control (RRC)

signaling or a random access response (RAR).

[Claim 14] The BS of claim 9, wherein a set of valid uplink (UL) subframes for

MTC transmission is configured in the subband.

[Claim 15] The BS of claim 14, wherein the set of valid UL subframes for MTC

transmission is configured via one of a master information block

(MIB), SIB or RAR.
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